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A Pilgrim on Life's Road: Guidance for the Traveller completes the author's wanderings and travels to the place where
questions and aberrant thoughts have been dealt with. This does not mean that there is an end to grief.

This congregation held Puritan beliefs comparable to other non-conforming movements groups not in
communion with the Church of England led by Robert Browne , John Greenwood , and Henry Barrowe. As
Separatists, they also held that their differences with the Church of England were irreconcilable and that their
worship should be independent of the trappings, traditions, and organization of a central churchâ€”unlike
those Puritans who maintained their allegiance to the Church of England. The penalties included
imprisonment and larger fines for conducting unofficial services. Under this policy, Robert Browne and his
followers the Brownists were repeatedly imprisoned in Southwark and the City of London during the s, and
Henry Barrowe, John Greenwood, and John Penry were executed for sedition in Penry urged the Separatists
to emigrate in order to escape persecution; some went to Holland and some to Newfoundland, but those in
Nottinghamshire remained. The Puritans though they differ in Ceremonies and accidentes, yet they agree with
us in substance of religion, and I thinke all or the moste parte of them love his Majestie, and the presente state,
and I hope will yield to conformitie. But the Papistes are opposite and contrarie in very many substantiall
pointes of religion, and cannot but wishe the Popes authoritie and popish religion to be established. Following
the Conference in , Clyfton was declared a non-conformist and stripped of his position at Babworth. Brewster
invited him to live at his home. Archbishop Hutton died in and Tobias Matthew was appointed as his
replacement. Disobedient clergy were replaced, and prominent Separatists were confronted, fined, and
imprisoned. He is credited with driving people out of the country who refused to attend Anglican services. He
was living in the Scrooby manor house while serving as postmaster for the village and bailiff to the
Archbishop of York. Services were held beginning in with Clyfton as pastor, John Robinson as teacher, and
Brewster as the presiding elder. Shortly after, Smyth and members of the Gainsborough group moved on to
Amsterdam. He wrote concerning this time period: They lived in Leiden , Holland, a city of , inhabitants, [13]
residing in small houses behind the "Kloksteeg" opposite the Pieterskerk. The success of the congregation in
Leiden was mixed. Leiden was a thriving industrial center, [14] and many members were able to support
themselves working at Leiden University or in the textile, printing, and brewing trades. Others were less able
to bring in sufficient income, hampered by their rural backgrounds and the language barrier; for those,
accommodations were made on an estate bought by Robinson and three partners. There he participated in a
series of debates, particularly regarding the contentious issue of Calvinism versus Arminianism siding with the
Calvinists against the Remonstrants. They found the Dutch morals much too libertine, and their children were
becoming more and more Dutch as the years passed. The congregation came to believe that they faced
eventual extinction if they remained there. Bradford noted that many members of the congregation were
showing signs of early aging, compounding the difficulties which some had in supporting themselves. A few
had spent their savings and so gave up and returned to England, and the leaders feared that more would follow
and that the congregation would become unsustainable. The employment issues made it unattractive for others
to come to Leiden, and younger members had begun leaving to find employment and adventure elsewhere.
Also compelling was the possibility of missionary work in some distant land, an opportunity that rarely arose
in a Protestant stronghold. In addition to the economic worries and missionary possibilities, he stressed that it
was important for the people to retain their English identity, culture, and language. They also believed that the
English Church in Leiden could do little to benefit the larger community there. There were fears that the native
people would be violent, that there would be no source of food or water, that they might be exposed to
unknown diseases, and that travel by sea was always hazardous. Balancing all this was a local political
situation which was in danger of becoming unstable. Virginia was an attractive destination because the
presence of the older colony might offer better security and trade opportunities; however, they also felt that
they should not settle too near, since that might inadvertently duplicate the political environment back in
England. The London Company administered a territory of considerable size in the region, and the intended
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settlement location was at the mouth of the Hudson River which instead became the Dutch colony of New
Netherland. This plan allayed their concerns of social, political, and religious conflicts, but still promised the
military and economic benefits of being close to an established colony. Weston did come with a substantial
change, telling the Leiden group that parties in England had obtained a land grant north of the existing
Virginia territory to be called New England. This was only partially true; the new grant did come to pass, but
not until late in when the Plymouth Council for New England received its charter. It was expected that this
area could be fished profitably, and it was not under the control of the existing Virginia government. New
investors had been brought into the venture who wanted the terms altered so that, at the end of the seven-year
contract, half of the settled land and property would revert to the investors. Also, there had been a provision
which allowed each settler to have two days per week to work on personal business, but this provision had
been dropped from the agreement without the knowledge of the Puritans. In , King James had promulgated the
Five Articles of Perth which were seen in Scotland as an attempt to encroach on their Presbyterian tradition.
Brewster published several pamphlets that were critical of this law, and they were smuggled into Scotland by
April These pamphlets were traced back to Leiden, and the English authorities unsuccessfully attempted to
arrest Brewster. English ambassador Dudley Carleton became aware of the situation and began pressuring the
Dutch government to extradite Brewster, and the Dutch responded by arresting Thomas Brewer the financier
in September. Meanwhile, Brewer was sent to England for questioning, where he stonewalled government
officials until well into He was ultimately convicted in England for his continued religious publication
activities and sentenced in to a year prison term. Many members were not able to settle their affairs within the
time constraints, and the budget was limited for travel and supplies, and the group decided that the initial
settlement should be undertaken primarily by younger and stronger members. The remainder agreed to follow
if and when they could. Robinson would remain in Leiden with the larger portion of the congregation, and
Brewster was to lead the American congregation. The church in America would be run independently, but it
was agreed that membership would automatically be granted in either congregation to members who moved
between the continents. With personal and business matters agreed upon, the Puritans procured supplies and a
small ship. Speedwell was to bring some passengers from the Netherlands to England, then on to America
where it would be kept for the fishing business, with a crew hired for support services during the first year.
The larger ship Mayflower was leased for transport and exploration services. The Speedwell was originally
named Swiftsure. It was built in at sixty tons, and was part of the English fleet that defeated the Spanish
Armada. It departed Delfshaven in July with the Leiden colonists, after a canal ride from Leyden of about
seven hours. There it was inspected for leaks and sealed, but a second attempt to depart also failed, bringing
them only as far as Plymouth , Devon. William Bradford observed that the Speedwell seemed "overmasted",
thus putting a strain on the hull; and he attributed her leaking to crew members who had deliberately caused it,
allowing them to abandon their year-long commitments. Passenger Robert Cushman wrote that the leaking
was caused by a loose board. Of these, about half had come by way of Leiden, and about 28 of the adults were
members of the congregation. Initially the trip went smoothly, but under way they were met with strong winds
and storms. One of these caused a main beam to crack, and the possibility was considered of turning back,
even though they were more than halfway to their destination. However, they repaired the ship sufficiently to
continue using a "great iron screw" brought along by the colonists probably a jack to be used for either house
construction or a cider press. One crew member and one passenger died before they reached land. A child was
born at sea and named Oceanus. Displayed in the White House place names mentioned by Bradford Land was
sighted on November 9, The passengers had endured miserable conditions for about 65 days, and they were
led by William Brewster in Psalm as a prayer of thanksgiving. An attempt was made to sail the ship around
the cape towards the Hudson River , also within the New England grant area, but they encountered shoals and
difficult currents around Cape Malabar the old French name for Monomoy Island. Some of the passengers,
aware of the situation, suggested that they were free to do as they chose upon landing, without a patent in
place, and to ignore the contract with the investors. It was ratified by majority rule , with 41 adult male
Pilgrims signing [39] for the passengers 73 males and 29 females. Included in the company were 19 male
servants and three female servants, along with some sailors and craftsmen hired for short-term service to the
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colony. It was Carver who had chartered the Mayflower and his is the first signature on the Mayflower
Compact, being the most respected and affluent member of the group. Small parties, however, waded to the
beach to fetch firewood and attend to long-deferred personal hygiene. Exploratory parties were undertaken
while awaiting the shallop, led by Myles Standish an English soldier whom the colonists had met while in
Leiden and Christopher Jones. Farther along, a similar mound was found, more recently made, and they
discovered that some of the burial mounds also contained corn. The colonists took some of the corn, intending
to use it as seed for planting, while they reburied the rest. Without permission they took more corn, and beans
of various colours. These they brought away, intending to give them full satisfaction payment when they
should meet with any of them, â€” as about six months afterwards they did. And it is to be noted as a special
providence of God, and a great mercy to this poor people, that they thus got seed to plant corn the next year, or
they might have starved; for they had none, nor any likelihood of getting any, till too late for the planting
season. By December, most of the passengers and crew had become ill, coughing violently. Many were also
suffering from the effects of scurvy. There had already been ice and snowfall, hampering exploration efforts;
half of them died during the first winter. The shallop party headed south along the cape, consisting of seven
colonists from Leiden, three from London, and seven crew; they chose to land at the area inhabited by the
Nauset people the area around Brewster , Chatham , Eastham , Harwich , and Orleans where they saw some
people on the shore who fled when they approached. Inland they found more mounds, one containing acorns,
which they exhumed and left, and more graves, which they decided not to dig. They remained ashore
overnight and heard cries near the encampment. The following morning, they were attacked by Indians who
shot at them with arrows. The colonists retrieved their firearms and shot back, then chased them into the
woods but did not find them. There was no more contact with Indians for several months. In the Cape Cod
area, relations were poor following a visit several years earlier by Thomas Hunt. Hunt kidnapped 20 people
from Patuxet the site of Plymouth Colony and another seven from Nausett, and he attempted to sell them as
slaves in Europe. One of the Patuxet abductees was Squanto , who became an ally of the Plymouth Colony.
The Pokanokets also lived nearby and had developed a particular dislike for the English after one group came
in, captured numerous people, and shot them aboard their ship. But during one of the captures by the English,
Squanto escaped to England and there became a Christian. When he came back, he found that most of his tribe
had died from plague. The star is the approximate location of the Plymouth Colony. They rowed for safety,
encountering the harbor formed by Duxbury and Plymouth barrier beaches and stumbling on land in the
darkness. They remained at this spot for two days to recuperate and repair equipment. This land was especially
suited to winter building because it had already been cleared, and the tall hills provided a good defensive
position. The cleared village was known as Patuxet to the Wampanoag people and was abandoned about three
years earlier following a plague that killed all of its residents. The "Indian fever" involved hemorrhaging [48]
and is assumed to have been fulminating smallpox.
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2: Life After Pilgrimage Archives Â» Pilgrim Roads
On the road of life, then, the person next to you is a fellow traveler. Those of us with gray hair and wrinkles are coming
back. In a sense, we are meeting you along the way along the path of life that we long ago traveled.

Over the centuries the scallop shell has taken on a variety of meanings, metaphorical, practical, and mythical
meanings, even if its relevance may have actually derived from the desire of pilgrims to take home a souvenir.
Two versions of the most common myth about the origin of the symbol concern the death of Saint James ,
who was martyred by beheading in Jerusalem in 44 AD. According to Spanish legends, he had spent time
preaching the gospel in Spain, but returned to Judaea upon seeing a vision of the Virgin Mary on the bank of
the Ebro River. Off the coast of Spain, a heavy storm hit the ship, and the body was lost to the ocean. After
some time, however, it washed ashore undamaged, covered in scallops. As the ship approached land, a
wedding was taking place on shore. The young groom was on horseback, and on seeing the ship approaching,
his horse got spooked, and horse and rider plunged into the sea. Through miraculous intervention, the horse
and rider emerged from the water alive, covered in seashells. From its connection to the Camino, the scallop
shell came to represent pilgrimage, both to a specific shrine as well as heaven, recalling Hebrews The shell is
seen on posts and signs along the Camino in order to guide pilgrims along the way. The shell is even more
commonly seen on the pilgrims themselves. Wearing a shell denotes that one is a traveler on the Camino de
Santiago. Most pilgrims receive a shell at the beginning of their journey and either attach it to them by sewing
it onto their clothes or wearing it around their neck or by simply keeping it in their backpack. The shell was
the right size for gathering water to drink or for eating out of as a makeshift bowl. For the road which leads us
to life is narrow; on the other hand, the road which leads to death is broad and spacious. The pilgrim route is
for those who are good: It takes us away from luscious foods, it makes gluttonous fatness vanish, it restrains
voluptuousness, constrains the appetites of the flesh which attack the fortress of the soul, cleanses the spirit,
leads us to contemplation, humbles the haughty, raises up the lowly, loves poverty. It hates the reproach of
those fuelled by greed. It loves, on the other hand, the person who gives to the poor. It rewards those who live
simply and do good works; And, on the other hand, it does not pluck those who are stingy and wicked from
the claws of sin. The hat is typical, but he often wears his emblem, the scallop shell, on the front brim of the
hat or elsewhere on his clothes it may have been lost due to deterioration in this painting. The earliest records
of visits paid to the shrine dedicated to St. James at Santiago de Compostela date from the 9th century, in the
time of the Kingdom of Asturias and Galicia. The pilgrimage to the shrine became the most renowned
medieval pilgrimage, and it became customary for those who returned from Compostela to carry back with
them a Galician scallop shell as proof of their completion of the journey. This practice gradually led to the
scallop shell becoming the badge of a pilgrim. The earliest records of pilgrims that arrived from England
belong to the period between and However, by the early 12th century the pilgrimage had become a highly
organized affair. Published around , the 5th book of the Codex is still considered the definitive source for
many modern guidebooks. Four pilgrimage routes listed in the Codex originate in France and converge at
Puente la Reina. The hospitals were often staffed by Catholic orders and under royal protection. Donations
were encouraged but many poorer pilgrims had few clothes and poor health often barely getting to the next
hospital. Romanesque architecture , a new genre of ecclesiastical architecture, was designed with massive
archways to cope with huge crowds of the devout. Since the Christian symbol for James the Greater was the
scallop shell, many pilgrims wore one as a sign to anyone on the road that they were a pilgrim. Pilgrims often
prayed to Saint Roch whose numerous depictions with the Cross of St James can still be seen along the Way
even today. James pilgrims The pilgrimage route to Santiago de Compostela was possible because of the
protection and freedom provided by the Kingdom of France , where the majority of pilgrims originated.
Enterprising French including Gascons and other peoples not under the French crown settled in towns along
the pilgrimage routes, where their names appear in the archives. The pilgrims were tended by people like
Domingo de la Calzada , who was later recognized as a saint. Pilgrims walked the Way of St. James, often for
months and sometime years at a time, to arrive at the great church in the main square of Compostela and pay
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homage to St. Many arrived with very little due to illness or robbery or both. Traditionally pilgrims lay their
hands on the pillar just inside the doorway of the cathedral, and so many now have done it has visibly worn
away the stone. According to a common medieval legend, the Milky Way was formed from the dust raised by
travelling pilgrims. Subsequently the location was called "the field of the star" Campus Stellae, corrupted to
"Compostela". According to this system, pilgrimages were a suitable form of expiation for some temporal
punishment, and they could be used as acts of penance for those who were guilty of certain crimes. As noted
in the Catholic Encyclopedia: James at Compostella [sic], St. There is still a tradition in Flanders of pardoning
and releasing one prisoner every year [21] under the condition that, accompanied by a guard, the prisoner
walks to Santiago wearing a heavy backpack. His ship started leaking and he disembarked with his two sons in
Finisterre in From there he proceeded to follow the Way of St. He did not stop to visit Santiago, which he
later came to regret. In his autobiography, Adams described the customs and lodgings afforded to St. A certain
Shepherd saw a bright Light there in the night. Afterwards it was revealed to an Archbishop that St. James was
buried there. In the time of the Moors, the People made a Vow, that if the Moors should be driven from this
Country, they would give a certain portion of the Income of their Lands to Saint James. The Moors were
defeated and expelled and it was reported and believed, that Saint James was in the Battle and fought with a
drawn Sword at the head of the Spanish Troops, on Horseback. The People, believing that they owed the
Victory to the Saint, very cheerfully fulfilled their Vows by paying the Tribute. Upon the Supposition that this
is the place of the Sepulchre of Saint James, there are great numbers of Pilgrims, who visit it, every Year, from
France, Spain, Italy and other parts of Europe, many of them on foot. Most travel by foot, some by bicycle,
and a few[ quantify ] travel as some of their medieval counterparts did, on horseback or by donkey for
example, the British author and humorist Tim Moore. In addition to those undertaking a religious pilgrimage,
many are hikers who walk the route for travel or sport. Also, many consider the experience a spiritual retreat
from modern life. Here only a few routes are named. For a complete list of all the routes traditional and less so
, see: Camino de Santiago route descriptions. Camino Primitivo, or Original Way, is the oldest route to
Santiago de Compostela, first taken in the 9th century and which begins in Oviedo. It is a less popular route
because of its changes in elevation, whereas the Camino Frances is mostly flat. The route follows the coast
along the Bay of Biscay until it nears Santiago. Though it does not pass through as many historic points of
interest as the Camino Frances, it has cooler summer weather. The route is believed to have been first used by
pilgrims to avoid traveling through the territories occupied by the Muslims in the Middle Ages.
Accommodation[ edit ] St. James through Navarrete, La Rioja , Spain. Occasionally, these refugios are located
in monasteries, such as the one run by monks in Samos, Spain , and the one in Santiago de Compostela. The
final hostel on the route is the famous[ according to whom? It was originally constructed by Ferdinand and
Isabel, the Catholic Monarchs. Today it is a luxury 5-star Parador hotel, which still[ when? James pilgrim
passport stamps in Spain for the Camino Frances St. Most[ quantify ] pilgrims purchase and carry a document
called the credencial, which gives access to overnight accommodation along the route. James stamp of each
town or refugio at which the pilgrim has stayed. Compostela[ edit ] The compostela is a certificate of
accomplishment given to pilgrims on completing the Way. In practice, for walkers, the closest convenient
point to start is Sarria , as it has good bus and rail connections to other places in Spain. The compostela has
been indulgenced since the Early Middle Ages and remains so to this day, during Holy Years. Latin version of
name of recipient Hoc sacratissimum Templum pietatis causa devote visitasse. In quorum fidem praesentes
litteras, sigillo ejusdem Sanctae Ecclesiae munitas, ei confero. The CHAPTER of this holy apostolic and
metropolitan Church of Compostela, guardian of the seal of the Altar of the blessed Apostle James, in order
that it may provide authentic certificates of visitation to all the faithful and to pilgrims from all over the earth
who come with devout affection or for the sake of a vow to the shrine of our Apostle St. James, the patron and
protector of Spain, hereby makes known to each and all who shall inspect this present document that [Name]
has visited this most sacred temple for the sake of pious devotion. As a faithful witness of these things I confer
upon him [or her] the present document, authenticated by the seal of the same Holy Church. Given at
Compostela on the [day] of the month of [month] in the year of the Lord [year]. Deputy Canon for Pilgrims
The simpler certificate of completion in Spanish for those with non-religious motivation reads: James the
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Greater; and wishes that the holy Apostle may grant you, in abundance, the graces of the Pilgrimage.
However, the requirements to earn a compostela ensure that not everyone who walks on the Camino receives
one. The requirements for receiving a compostela are: The next Holy Year will occur in , 11 years after the
last Holy Year of More than , pilgrims made the trip during the course of
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3: A Pilgrim on Life's Road (Blue Dolphin Publishing)
Pilgrim Lifes Road Guidance Traveller - www.enganchecubano.com Pilgrim Lifes Road Guidance Traveller Free Ebooks
Pdf Download posted by Anna Ward on October 13 This is a ebook of Pilgrim Lifes Road Guidance Traveller that reader
could be got it by your self at www.enganchecubano.com

Life After Pilgrimage October 20, I wrote this almost two years ago, about a month after returning home from
the Camino. I took one look at my toothbrush the other night and burst into tears. There was nothing wrong
with the toothbrush or anything else in the bathroom. I miss the walking, and the feeling that for the first time
in my life my body was capable of doing whatever I asked of it. I miss the friendships: I miss being outside all
the time. I miss stopping at bars in the mornings for cafe con leches, and in the evening for cheap red wine. I
even miss dorm rooms. Most of all, I miss the feeling that I was exactly where I was meant to be at almost
every moment of the trip. I miss the intensity of it, the way the colours seemed brighter, the wind stronger, the
heat warmer than ever before. I got sick and had a fever for a few days. I was sometimes grumpy and insecure,
sometimes lonely, occasionally angry. Sleeping in a dorm room night after night, often with snorers, was
enough to drive anyone crazy. I never once considered giving up and taking the bus or going home. Part of the
problem is the arrows, or rather the lack of arrows. Across France, I followed the red and white waymarks of
the GR In Spain, these switched to the occasional scallop shell traditionally associated with the Santiago
pilgrimage and a lot of yellow arrows. Occasionally the route branched and I had a choice between two or
three routes. As long as I saw the occasional arrow, I knew I was on the right track. I stayed with my parents
for a few weeks on my return, and walked a lot. There was a school near their house, with yellow arrows
directing cars around the parking lot. I had a strong urge, every time I walked past, to follow the arrows in
circles around the lot. I miss the arrows that much. I had my first experience of waking up and wondering
where I was in Santiago. I felt the same way for the first few nights back home. There are articles and blog
entries on the Internet that refer to the post-Camino blues some of us experience. It makes sense, I guess. And,
as Nancy L. I write about the Camino, sometimes. And then there are the intangibles. A lot of us seem to walk
the Camino during a transition period in our lives, or when we want something to change. But there are little
changes, maybe. I do seem to be better at having less privacy, less time alone. After living out of a backpack, I
appreciate small pleasures like fresh blackberries and washing machines. About not being settled. About what
to do with my life. My journey, somehow, has made me a little better able to face the uncertainties of life.
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4: Instant Pot Shepherd's Pie- Take Two - This Pilgrim Life
A Pilgrim on Life's Road (Blue Dolphin Publishing) A Pilgrim on Life's Road: Guidance for the Traveller completes the
author's wanderings and travels to the place where questions and aberrant thoughts have been dealt with.

Whispered Notes The resolution of a grief is not a single event, but a journey. When our grief began, our
mental, emotional, and even physical processes became impaired. The journey then begins to return us not to
what we were, for grief leaves an indelible mark, but to a place of sanity where growth can take place. The
destination may never be found, but the journey nevertheless must be travelled. This book is the last of three
by Jan Kolb that have dealt with grief. The first was In Corridors of Eternal Time: This does not mean that
there is an end to grief. It does mean that grief has achieved a new dimension and now contains elements of
resolution. In resolving the many faces of grief we find that new avenues of experience have developed new
levels of understanding. This book describes some of the rest-stops that are helpful in achieving this
resolution. The author compares these rests along our travel road to beads on a Rosary. These become the
meditational areas of consideration as we travel this road toward quieting the grief that has struck us down. It
also includes a discussion on the final experience of Death. The road here presented is well marked, with
directional road signs, rest areas, and companionships to help the traveller achieve release from the bonds
caused by grief. Open yourself to receive that help. True help is not just an opiate for pain, but a
well-thought-out plan to achieve goals. Janice shares the details of her own personal journey and describes
how journaling, meditation, prayer, and honoring the sacredness of all life - plant, animal and human - can
help one to work through and transcend the pain of grief. The third book in her trilogy on grief, Kolb is now in
the calming period of acceptance that life must go on but just because a loved one is deceased does not mean
they are gone from our lives. She gives you time to reflect by writing your thoughts she encourages journaling
in almost all of her books and shares her poetry that comes to her in moments of wonder. To her, no love can
ever die, and no day on Earth can pass without a reminder of the beauty, compassion, and goodness common
to all living things. Through her meditations on imagination, wonder, hope and beauty, Jan has provided
readers with a guide book and a roadmap for the exploration of the soul. She understands that sadness, if
deeply felt, will turn into deep understanding. In Pilgrim, Jan helps us approach that strength.
5: River of Life Church of God - Menomonee Falls - W N Pilgrim Rd,
This Instant Pot gnocchi soup is creamy, sweet perfection. It's potato soup taken up a notch, with pillowy potatoes and
vegetables, but still with the comfort of a bowl of potato soup topped with cheese and bacon.

6: Pilgrim For Life | Travel Blog
If you are not already following This Pilgrim Life on Facebook, take a moment and click to follow now so you do not miss
any Instant Pot cooking videos! And if you haven't already downloaded a free printable of the ten must-have recipes for
your Instant Pot, you can get that here.

7: This Pilgrim Life (lisaburns3) on Pinterest
The Pilgrims or Pilgrim Fathers were the first English settlers of the Plymouth Colony in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Their
leadership came from the religious congregations of Brownist Puritans who had fled the volatile political environment in
England for the relative calm and tolerance of 17th-century Holland in the Netherlands.

8: Camino de Santiago - Wikipedia
World travel stories, inspiration, tips and advice for the avid world traveller and aspiring traveller alike.
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9: Pilgrim Stories by Nancy Louise Frey - Paperback - University of California Press
abundant living and entertaining space and plenty of storage areas, Pilgrim International's new Open Road foot
triple-slide is a fresh approach in a familiar fifth-wheel layout. Pick up the November issue of Trailer Life for full test
impressions and details on.
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